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Well, the good news this month is that the
‘Skyhawk Book Appeal’ reached its target in
less than three weeks, and work has
commenced on getting the new publication
up and running. We anticipate it will be a
high quality, glossy publication of some 250
pages and will be on sale towards the end of
the year.

Thank you to those who contributed to this
important project. Peter Greenfield and
David Prest laboured mightily to collect
many stories about the A4 and their book will
be a great contribution to its history.

As always, I’m on the scrounge for material
for this magazine. My stock, which was
looking healthy a few months ago, is
severely depleted so I urgently need yarns,
dits, stories, photos or letters.

Most of my material comes from aircrew.
Their stories are always welcome, but I’d
love a few from engineers and maintainers
too - you were the quiet achievers, without
whom not a single aircraft would have got
airborne, and I know every one of you has
memories of what you did. So how about
chucking a few lines into an email to me?
Simply click here, and start typing.

And lets not forget the Air Traffikers, either.
You kept us up there and brought us back,
and must have heard a thing or two! Why
not share your stories too?

On a different subject, you’d have seen
the adverts calling for a volunteer
‘Slipstream’ Editor in past editions, and
might be wondering what’s happening
with that magazine. Well, unfortunately we

didn’t get any suitable
takers and for a while its
future looked bleak - but
Terry Hetherington,
our National
Secretary, has
stepped up and
offered to keep it
going for a while
until a permanent
person can be
found.

So Slipstream has had a reprieve, but is not
off the hook. Terry does an enormous
amount of other work for the Association and
we do need a volunteer to lighten his load by
taking over the Editor’s position from him.
It’s easy! Just click here to ‘fess up to your
long-held desire to help.

Finally, I’m contemplating doing a feature in
a forthcoming edition on HMAS Sydney’s
Coronation cruise of ‘53. I’m gathering
material now, so if anyone has any stories
about their experiences on that trip - or
perhaps a few keepsakes in the cupboard,
please can you let me know?

In the meantime, enjoy this edition and stay
safe.

Marcus Peake. Editor. ✈
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No doubt these
Navy firefight-
ers were glad of
the opportunity
to work with a
‘real’ aircraft -
but now, when
we all better ap-
preciate the
value of historic
warbirds, we

can only shake our heads at how decommis-
sioned birds like this Wessex 32B were sent to
the fireground without too much regard for pre-
serving our Heritage. (Public Domain). ✈

Dear Editor,
Many thanks for the tremendous job and amaz-
ing quality of FAAA communications! They are a
great read. I have a couple of stories for your
next editions which may be of interest.
I had the privilege of being in Command of
HC723 Squadron on the occasion of its 40th An-
niversary on 7 April 1992. The anniversary was
celebrated with a Family Day, as many aircraft as
were in Nowra flying past the families and aMess
Dinner. The Guest of Honour and Speaker at the
Mess Dinner was Lieutenant Commander J.A
(Jeff) Gledhill, the Commissioning CO of the RAN
Squadron bearing the number and new Aus-
tralian badge andmotto of a former RNSquadron
which was decommissioned in 1946.
Two days later at 1245 on the 9 April 1992 I led a
formation of five AS350B Squirrels and two
B206B-1 Kiowa under the bridge as two HS748
aircraft simultaneously flew over the bridge. This
was the full complement of the Squadron minus
one B206B-1 embarked in HMAS MORESBY off

WA, and one Squirrel embarked in an FFG in the
Persian Gulf. The Sydney Morning Herald in-
cluded it in ‘Column 8’ the day before (see at-
tached), Radio 2UE ran a running commentary of
the formation, and the ABC News Helicopter fol-
lowed us all the way up the Harbour, leaving us
briefly to overfly the southern pylons while we
transited under the Bridge. The ABC helo stayed
with us as we vacated the Harbour towards
Bankstown. There were busloads of school-
children present to witness the occasion under
both the northern and southern pylons. HC723’s
40th Anniversary was the closing news item and
the closing visual trailer for the National ABC
News that evening. My trusty Tacco, Lieutenant
Denes ‘Ralph’ Illyes, was as reliable and accurate
as ever and his skill with a pen did the graphic for
the tee-shirt – which I still have and a photo at-
tached.
We planned it meticulously. I walked the Bridge a
few weeks before at low tide to satisfy myself with
the geometry and clearance of a helicopter for-
mation of 7 aircraft under the Bridge. FHQ were
fully aware of our plan and I was entrusted with
the sortie’s authorisation.
Regrettably, there are no official RAN photo-
graphs as the phots were positioned ashore at
too great a distance to capture the moment. In
the absence of mobile phone cameras, the at-
tached pictures from a crewmember’s personal
camera are all I have: the two pictures are taken
from the helo on the outer echelon port.
Fast forward to 7 April 2022 and the 70th Anniver-

mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
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Dear Editor,
Great Fly By as usual.
On Peter Manktelow’s comments about the
RAAF getting wind of what we FAA were doing.
I cannot remember anything like that happening
and he may be correct, but we certainly did get
around on “other” activities.
I do recall that one of our aircraft gave us a terrible
time with intermittent hydraulics failures – I had the
transit in 894 from Wellington to Waiouru (3h50m)
and lots of it was flying with the HYDX off to the
point I was considering having to land somewhere
just to have a rest. My Co-P was (then) MIDN
Knowles. This hydraulics problem may have put
894 out of the trooping picture during the exercise
but I did log a couple of troop lifts – as a squadron,
we at least did some.
Those I have in my log book at the time were
Trevor Rieck, Noel Pinniger, Roy Taylor, and
Ian Llewellyn.
A couple of months later in May 1973, I did a re-
qualification in the RAAF UH-1H Huey and then
flights in their aircraft with five RAAF pilots
(SATRAPA, CRIMMONDS, MORFOOT, LEA and
TARLANIC) which I have logged as CARQUALS,
five or so for each officer but sadly no more detail
than that. Presumably on MELBOURNE (and

probably alongside in Sydney) but beyond that
no recollections. So the RAAF was at least in-
terested in something.
The big problem with any of the Huey models
on steel decks was that their skids couldn’t hold
the aircraft in anything beyond the slightest
deck movement. I recall one flight off SYDNEY
when she rolled unexpectedly as I was at
ground idle. I skated across the deck winding
up revs and pulled pitch just before I would
have dropped into a gun sponson or worse.
That flight was with Noel Pinniger in 893 on the
return to Australia.
Cheers, Max Speedy.

Dear Editor,
I thought the this link about flying a Sea Fury
might be of interest to our readers.
Kind regards
Ian Wilson.
By Editor. It certainly was to me, Ian. Thank
you. Worth checking out if you have five
minutes and four seconds to spare.

sary reunion picture of former COs who were able
to attend then CO723, CMDR Sam Dale’s com-
memorative walkaround of the current 723….
group photo attached.

Oh, and I forgot to mention. It was a challenging
evolution but the tension was relieved as we had
just underflown the Harbour Bridge and out of the
strict radio discipline came Taipan 7’s voice (Mark
Morey-Hype) ….”Next target two o’clock low”
….referring to the Gladesville Bridge! “Another
Day perhaps” was my reply!
Yours aye, Vince Di Pietro

Dear Editor,
At last October’s Federal Council Meeting, guest
speaker COMFAA Commodore David Frost
touched briefly on the issue of Retention within the
ADF, namely skilled naval members.
While I embrace the prospect of the Director
General Navy People, CDRE Eric Young focusing
on Navy’s most important asset - its people, I just
wished he was around some 50 years ago. He
proposes 80+ initiatives to retain its people, and
thank God for that.
Had he been on the spot 50 years ago to address
retention in the ADF, one has to wonder what our
Navy would look like today.
Just a thought.
Roger Harrison SA.

Dear Editor
May I make a minor amendment to the article
Glory 27 Jan-05 May 1952 on page 35 in the
February issue?
Allan Cordell and I joined 804 on Glory on January
26th 1952 during the handover by Sydney to Glory
in Hong Kong. Prior to that we had spent several
weeks on 805 on Sydney.
Although not a member of 4 course Allan arrived at
Point Cook about six months after the course
began. His flying training and lectures were with 4
course and we were awarded our wings at the
same time. We completed our operational training
together in the UK.
On 804 the three Australians had their own aircraft
with our names on the Sea Furies. This drew
interest from visitors watching operations.
On the day that the 105 sorties took place each
pilot on 804 flew three sorties of about two and a
half hours per sortie. The previous three days had
been full flying operational days. The barriers were
late in the day which caused some concern. We
landed on as the sun was setting – exhausted. The
next day was a refuelling day of some rest.
Andrew Powell.
By Editor,
Thanks Andrew. It’s always great to get feedback on
FlyBy stories, especially from a first-hand
participant!
I’ve emailed the author and will tick-tack with him
about how best to amend the article in last month’s
edition (to ensure the archive copy is factually
correct). Ed.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TnVOw5bhJl3HGNDcrWLY5UldwcvUKvtS/view?usp=drive_web


By Andy Dakin

On 9 Jan 1979, I embarked for the first time
onto HMS Gurkha having just completed my
conversion onto the WASP Mk1 (XT781: for

those interested in that type of info), call sign 444.
We conducted a 6 week BOST (Basic Operational
Sea Training) workup which was then followed by a
West Indies Deployment, the contrast between
these two events being starkly different. On return to
the UK and after the usual round of aircrew requals
and an IRT the ship was directed to be the HMY Bri-
tannia royal escort from 8 August 1979.
HMY Britannia, when on royal duties, was always
escorted by a Royal Navy warship and it was our
turn. The yacht was in Portsmouth in early August
for Cowes Week, one of the longest running regat-
tas in the world and, as usual, for the remainder of
the month, was to be home to Her Majesty the
Queen and her family for their annual cruise around
the islands off the west coast of Scotland (known as
the "Western Isles Tour").
I recall that we departed from Portsmouth on the 8th
August and maintained our station astern of HMY
as dictated by numerous rules and regulations for
this particular type of duty. The flying of the heli-
copter was strictly to be for mail runs only into vari-
ous airfields en-route to the Western Isles with very

clear instructions not to fly anywhere near HMY at
any time. The final delivery of mail, papers etc
would be by sea boat. Whilst a little overcast the
weather was reasonable and the forecast for our
passage unremarkable.
The following morning of 9 August we awoke to
grey overcast skies and a freshening wind and
sea state. We were south of the Lizard Penin-
sula, Cornwall, and the weather in these parts
was often grey and dismal at this time of the year
even if it was still summer. I was due to fly into
RNAS Culdrose mid-morning and do my first
royal mail run. It would be about a 20-minute
round trip and by the time we launched it had
started to rain. I don’t recall how many packages
and parcels we picked up but it was enough to
make me wonder what my power margins might
be like. Power in hand in the Wasp was marginal
at the best of times, and the old Wasp mantra of
‘pull to the bells’ came to mind. And for those in-
terested the bells went off at 103.5% and no I
didn’t have an old wooden tail rotor (that was the
spare) so we were good to go.
In the time it had taken for me to begin the return,
the weather had taken a marked turn for the
worse and no sooner had I regained contact with

the ship than I was told to prepare for a winch
transfer to the fo’csle of HMY - so much for the
boat transfer conducted by my intrepid and fear-
less seamen friends. It was apparently now out of
limits for launching the sea boat, which under nor-
mal circumstances would have also meant that
the conditions were not great for flying ops and re-
covery in the event of a ditching. Regardless the
mail had to be delivered at all cost: the Royal per-
sonages were waiting!
I landed back onto Gurkha so the crewie (LACM
Langton) could sort himself out in the back with
the winch and a net or whatever else he needed.
We then relaunched and held off for a while dur-
ing which time I discussed with my aircrewman
what we would do and waited for HMY to ready
itself for the transfer.
There wasn’t a great deal of room up front as you
can see from the photo on the next page, and by
this time the sea state had increased even more,
such that HMY was pitching considerably with
waves breaking frequently over the fo’csle.
Comms were being directed toGurkha from HMY
and on to me. We got the go ahead to proceed
and I made an initial slow approach across the
fo’csle to assess the overall conditions, where I

could use a hover reference and more import-
antly check my power margin and escape op-
tions, none of which as it turned out were that
great. My crewie was good to go and so we de-
cided to make the next run the main event.
To be honest whilst what occurred during this
whole episode is a bit of a blur after all this time I
do have a couple of memorable recollections that
have remained with me. As wemade that first ap-
proach and pass a person appeared from a door
onto the fo’csle wearing the whitest most im-
maculately starched and creased set of overalls I
had ever seen, along with what must have been
royal standard Flight Deck Officer directing bats
that were a brilliant day-glo red.
By the time we had made our approach to the
hover to conduct the transfer the poor FDO was
now saturated from head to toe, bedraggled with
a terrified look on his face but still standing firm as
each wave broke over the fo’csle and onto him. I
am sure he was attached to a lifeline but I couldn’t
see who was holding on to him! The next memor-
able recollection was that I was using, amongst
other things, as my hover reference what turned
out to be the royal bridge. You can see it in the
photograph (on the next page) just below the
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Andy Dakin served in the Royal
Navy from 1974 to 1986 during
which time he flew Westland
Wessex Mk V, Wasps, Gazelles
and Lynx. He emigrated to Aus-
tralia in 1986 and served in nu-
merous postings including
HC723 (AS350 Squirrel and as
CFS agent), CO of HMAS
Cairns, and later as Defence Attache in Cambodia. He retired at
the rank of CAPT and now lives in Canberra.

captain’s bridge and yes, you
guessed it, they were all there,
lined up watching the mail delivery,
smiles on their faces without know-
ing what dramas we were going
through to put the morning papers
on the table. One small movement
of the cyclic to the right and who
knows what history might have
been written. I would have attemp-
ted a crisp salute as we regained
the winch after the final package
was delivered, but to do so would
probably have resulted in a cata-
strophic occurrence. Frankly I was
keen to get out of there and get
back on board Gurkha and have a
much-needed beer – we could
drink in those days.
The mail was delivered and we re-
turned to ‘mum’ with not so much
as a well done or LVO, it was, after
all our job and I don’t mind saying
that with my aircrewman we did a
pretty good one under the circum-
stances. We went on to do five
more mail runs during the course
of guardship duty, with the ship’s
boat being used on each occasion.
A footnote to this little story is that
4 days after this event the Fastnet
disaster occurred. The weather
low which we had initially been
sailing into developed rapidly into a
severe storm with extremely high
winds and sea states. Twenty-four
yachts were abandoned and fif-
teen lives were lost. ✈

Order No. 52 is now open for applications, with just
one application currently in the queue:
Martin Cowley 0112461 LEUT Jul 72 - Oct 93.
Now is the time for you to order a plaque for yourself
if you have not already.
For those that don’t know, the Wall of Service is a
way to preserve your name and details of your Fleet
Air Arm Service in perpetuity, by means of a bronze
plaque mounted on a custom-built wall just outside
the FAA museum. The plaque has your name and
brief details on it (see background to photo above).
There are over 1000 names on the Wall to date and,
as far as we know, it is a unique facility unmatched
anywhere else in the world. It is a really great way to
have your service recorded.
It is easy to apply for a plaque and the cost is
reasonable. Simply click here for all details, and for
the application form. ✈

Cover for Mental Health Care
DVA will cover the cost of treatment for Mental
Health conditions for former members of the
Australian Defence Force under the Non
Liability Health Care Provisions irrespective of
whether they were service caused or not.

To access the entitlement for treatment for
Mental Health Conditions at DVA expense, this
may be done either online via My Service, or by
completing and submitting the DVA Form
“Application for Health Care for Mental Health
Conditions.” A copy of the form is attached.
This form can be filled out on a computer,
saved & printed, and a printed copy will need to
be signed and submitted to;

Department of Veterans Affairs
GPO Box 9998
Brisbane QLD 4001

Further information may be obtained by calling
the Veteran line on 1800 838 372 or by email to
NLHC@dva.gov.au
A guide to the cover for Mental Health Care
may be read here.

REST IN PEACE
Since the last edition of FlyBy
we have been advised that the
following people have Crossed
the Bar:

John Ahern, Jim Buchanan
You can find further details by clicking on the image

of the candle.✈
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BARRY LISTER’S BOOK
We have had a query
from an Una Allman
who is very keen to
get her hands on a
copy of the late Barry
Lister’s Book “Just
Winging It”.
Barry was marketing it
himself and the FlyBy
staff (me!) doesn’t
have any contacts for
his family to ask if they
have a copy for sale
still in the cupboard.
Does anyone have one they could donate
or sell to Una? If not, does anyone know of
Barry’s NOK who might be able to help
her?
If so, please contact Una directly here.

https://www.faaaa.asn.au/the-faa-wall-of-service/wall-of-service-general-information/
https://www.dva.gov.au/providers/health-programs-and-services-our-clients/non-liability-health-care-nlhc/cover-mental
https://www.faaaa.asn.au/heritage-general/obituaries-date/
https://www.faaaa.asn.au/heritage-general/obituaries-date/
https://www.faaaa.asn.au/heritage-general/obituaries-date/
mailto:bamboo.allman@btinternet.com
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B737 Firefighting Aircraft Crashes in
WA

Most readers will have heard on the news
that a Boeing 737 Firefighting aircraft
operated by Coulson aviation crashed on
6th February. It was operating about
450km SE of Perth in the Fitzgerald River
National Park.
The aircraft appears to have attempted to
land on a small, unsealed track (not visible
in the photo to the right). It wasn’t
anywhere big enough to effect a safe
arrival, but seems to have been sufficient
to allow the two pilots to survive with only
minor injuries.

First Kill for an F22 Raptor
Ar
ou
nd
Th
e
Tr
ap
s Ron Marsh, who does a fantastic job trolling Facebook

for material that might be of interest, found this little
gem. He reports:

“I think this is the second pic that Dave Eagles has
posted from his time attached to RAN.

He was still at "Albatross" in 1958, as I remember his
being in charge of "us" trainees at either Divisions or
Admiral's inspection. I started to cough whilst awaiting
inspection and went to cover my mouth. He
commented something about not being in the drawing
room and covering was not required.

Gee! I was only trying to be well mannered. Ron”✈

John David Eagles. RAN Aeros team at RAAF
Uranquinty NSW, 27.11.1957. Note RAF F86

Sabre in background.

Arrow II
Project Update

Readers might remember that in past editions of ‘Flyby’ (Editions
37 and 40)we brought updates to the Arrow II project, which is the
building of a 60% scaled fully airworthy and piloted version of
the famous Avro Arrow II, scrapped by the Canadian Govern-
ment.
It went quiet for a while but they have burst back into print with
an update, some of which we bring here.
Construction is 80% complete, as shown by the photos to the
right, with two more years estimated to completion. So far it
has passed all inspections with flying colours (ahem, excuse
the pun!). Powered by two General Electric CJ610-2 turbojets
(salvaged from a Lear Jet), it will fly at Mach .92 with a de-
signed service ceiling of 28,000 ft.

We’ll bring further updates as it nears completion.✈

Brazil Scuttles Aircraft Carrier
Brazil has sunk her decommissioned aircraft
carrier at sea, after failing to secure a
contract to break up the aged vessel by
conventional means.
The Sao Paulo was built in the late 50s and
served the French Navy as the Koch. It took
part in the first nuclear tests in the Pacific in
the 1960s, and deployments in Africa, the
Middle East and former Yugoslavia between
the ‘70s and ‘90s.
France sold the Foch to Brazil in 2000, but the
planned $80m refit was never done. An on-
board fire in 2005 hastened the ship’s decline.
In 2022 Brazil authorised a Turkish company
to dismantle the vessel for scrap, but just as it
was about to be towed into the Mediterranean
Turkey blocked the plan on environmental
grounds. Brazil re-purchased the wreck but
would not allow it into port, citing the ‘high risk’
to the environment.
After a legal battle to stop the sinking, the
case was overturned and Brazil wasted no
time in towing the ship to a spot some 350km
off the coast where it was scuttled on 3rd
February 2023. The action has attracted
worldwide condemnation as it contains
tonnes of asbestos, lead, mercury and other
toxic materials. (Top image: AFP Emmanuel
Pain. Lower image: Social Media.)
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s OVAL SAGA CONTINUES

Readers might remember that after some two
years of lobbying and constant lobbying, we were
successful in getting a new sign erected on the
Errol Kavanagh Oval in Narrabundah, ACT. It is
close to where Errol lost his life in an aircraft
accident back in March of 1993.
We’ve become aware that the old sign, pictured
left, is still there (next to the new one), polluting the
area with its abject discrepancy.
We’ve reopened discussion with ACT Parks and
Recreation to try and get it removed, who tell is it is
now on the list to be attended to. If any observers
pass by that way, can they give us an update,
please? ✈

WHAT A PHOTO!
From the lens of Howard Mitchell of the Historic Aircraft
Restoration Society, this beautiful photograph of a Spitfire
(above) was taken just after it made a dash back to land at
Albion Park as an approaching thunderstorm threatened.
The same storm forced the cancellation of the planned
HARS six-ship flyover on Australia Day, including for Vic
Battese and CAPT Todd Glynn RAN in Iroquois 898 (you
can see the backs of their heads in the pre-flight briefing to
the right) (HARS image). ✈✈

AWAITING ITS FATE
Recently surfacing on FaceBook, this
photo shows Dakota 801 (N2 awaiting its
fate. After decommissioning it languished
for three years before being purchased by
Masling Airlines, based out of
Cootamundra. It ended its days on a pole
in the Lions Park at West Wylong in 1983,
bearing its original RAAF registration of
A65-23. (Thanks Ron Marsh!)✈

REALLY?
Anyone know this guy?
Purporting to be a three-ring aviator apparently
having coffee in Gloria Jeans in his flying jacket
(really?), his mix of RAN, RAAF and USN kit
and badges suggests he’s a complete fake. It
takes all sorts, doesn’t it? ✈

News Flash! Mr Chris Sievers, CEO of Air Affairs (based at the Technology Park at
HMAS Albatross) has been announced as the CASAWings Award Recipient for the 2023 Col Pay
Award for a Lifetime of Service to General Aviation in Australia.
In addition to running his dynamic and very successful business, Chris works tirelessly to support
General Aviation, and the preservation of aircraft heritage in particular. He has been a generous sup-
porter of the Navy Heritage Flight since its inception - indeed, three Iroquois helicopters are being re-
furbished in his hangar as we speak. Our warmest congratulations to Chris. ✈
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The RAN Mission
with Emergency Force II
A Different Perspective by John “Bomber” Brown

A fter reading the articles by Geoff Ledger,/
Greg Morris and Geoff Vidal/Bill Huntriss I
thought I would add another dimension to

the operations regarding the FAA involvement in
UNEF II.
As the end of my time at 5 Squadron – as Deputy
Flight Commander/ SNO – I was expecting the
usual posting, Nowra or Navy Office. To my sur-
prise I was informed I was being posted to UNEF
as Ops Officer (Navy XO) and SNO UNEF II. The
position was billeted as a Squadron Leader
QFI(H), but is seemed the RAAF did not have an
officer fitting that description available and Navy
Office was quite insistent that Navy filled the posi-
tion. So, in March 1979 I joined the rest of the re-
placement crew on the long trek from Canberra to
Ismailia sharing the back of the Hercules with a
UH1H.
Having just spent 2 years with the RAAF (plus 12
months with No. 9 Squadron in Vietnam) I was rel-
atively OK with the administrative side of things
and quickly picked up the practical side side of
desert operations. I won’t dwell on this as the pre-
vious articles cover most of this in adequate detail.
The Egyptian UN liaison office was one Colonel
Sayed. He would regularly invite me to his office to
discuss our Unit and have the obligatory cup of tea.
A charming officer who was genuinely interested in
us. Two incidents stand out. The first was when a
group of airmen were driving to the airfield early

one morning and saw an Egyptian thrashing his
donkey, which was laying on the ground and was
almost dead. These “humanitarians” stopped their
vehicle and did to the local what he was doing to
his donkey. This resulted in (a) a complaint to the
local Police (a very serious charge) and (b) myself
visiting the Colonel for tea whilst listening to a very
one-sided lecture on local customs. The result was
that all was quietly forgotten and a number of other
problems were sorted out over ‘tea’.
The second incident occurred at our water-skiing
beach. For some time we had been pestered by
local men who would just come and hang around
watching us – particularly if some of the Canadian
servicewomen were there. I mentioned to the
Colonel that their boats (which the parked about 30
or so meters from the beach) were both annoying
and dangerous. One Sunday he turned up unan-
nounced and yelled a command to the closest boat
captain. The captain thought it best to run, but
three rounds over his head from the Colonel’s ser-
vice pistol convinced him to come ashore. Another
of the Colonel’s lectures, but this time accompa-
nied by the sharp end of the riding crop he carried
around as you would expect the archetypal British
Warrant Officer. No more problems with the locals.
Regarding Lebanon, firstly a little background. It
would seem that some countries that sent a force
to a UN unit were doing a small swindle in that they
would send their most clapped-out vehicles with
their unit, the vehicle then having a mysterious ac-

cident which saw it written off. Under
their terms of their deployment, they
could claim a brand new vehicle, paid
for by the UN.
On the 3rd February 1979, a Norwegian
Air Force Bell UH-1B operating with the
UN Forces in Lebanon (UNIFIL) struck
power lines and crashed with 6 fatali-
ties. Back in Ismailia/Canberra we
were not aware of this at the time.
Around the middle of April, AUSTAIR
received amessage fromUNHQ (New
York) requesting that AUSTAIR send a
suitably qualified pilot to re-investigate
this accident, the implication being that
the Norwegians were partaking of the
above, and were needing a new heli-
copter. Knowing the way practically all
air forces around the world investigate
accidents we assured New York that it
was probably all above board and un-
necessary. They were insistent and af-
ter being approved by DEFAIR (to this
day I’m unsure if the Navy was in-
formed!) my sojourn to Lebanon came
to pass. I was to be accompanied/as-
sisted by a young Canadian Air Force
Captain (pilot) from the neighbouring
Buffalo (DHC5) unit.
I suggested strongly to my CO at the
time ( Wing Commander Bill Robert-
son) that venturing into Lebanon at that
time would be fraught with the un-
known and, as we were an ‘armed
Force’ I intended to take a personal
weapon. He expressed his dissatisfac-
tion (but didn’t actually say no) so I
drew 2 F1 submachine guns from the
armoury and the Captain and I spent a few hours
on the small arms range until he was OK with its
operation. They were to travel with us in the bottom
of our bags as insurance.
Around the 15th we departed, driving up through
the Sinai desert, through El Arish, Gaza and
Haifa. Our accommodation was at the Eden Hotel,
Nahariyya which is around 9 Km South of the Is-
rael/Lebanon border. The only transport permitted
to cross the border was a UN bus (certainly not a
car with UNEF number plates) so this was used as
transport to UNIFIL HQ located about 4 Km north
of the border at Naqoura. The day after our arrival
in Nahariyya we traveled up to the HQ and met
with Major Kjell Ostness (CO of NORAIR). When
I enquired as to the whereabouts of the wreckage
he pointed to a large concrete helipad adjacent to
the buildings and said it had been bulldozed in to
the ground and the concrete laid on top. Most of
the paperwork had been returned to Norway. He
did have an English language RNoAF accident re-

port which I studied and could find no fault in it. The
helicopter had hit power lines, the pylons of which
would have been unseen by the pilots as they were
up side valleys.
On the 18th heavy machine gun fire was directed at
the HQ. Still having some loose ends to fix, we re-
luctantly went back to the building the next day,
when the excitement began. Heavy machine gun
fire was again directed at the HQ, with the structure
being severely damaged. This time we were not so
fortunate and were lucky to not be hit by ricochets,
flying bricks and plaster. Following evacuation of
the (mainly civilian) staff to an oval near the shore-
line, the Christian Militia began firing 105 howitzer
shells low across the compound.[1]

Top. Major Kjell Ostness Royal Norwegian Air
Force (left, in borrowed flying overalls). He was
visiting AUSAIR. Lower. The beach at
Narhariya where the gunfight occurred. ✈

The RAN Mission to EFII
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At this point I must explain that the vast
majority of the UN staff were young fe-
male secretaries/typists/etc and really
should not have been sent to such a
hostile environment in the first place.
Most were, understandably petrified.
When we evacuated the buildings we
went down to an oval between HQ and
the shore-line, a place of relative safety
as there were a few tunnels/bunkers
dug into the steep side of the hill. The
oval had two 300’(approx) tall radio
masts that were used to communicate
with New York.
A rather smart young civilian youth
chided me in a very loud voice for sitting
in one of the bunkers, noting my Viet-
nam ribbons and claiming I was a real
‘hero’ by hiding. I carefully explained
that the gunners were not trying to hit
him (or us) but one of the two aerials so
as to get an air-burst to rain shrapnel
down on the entire oval. Unsurprisingly
I was rapidly joined in my bunker by a
number of rather attractive young
ladies!!
I will be eternally grateful to the Dutch
soldiers and their armoured vehicles de-
fending the compound. The anti-tank
missiles mounted thereon quickly si-
lenced the gunners. [3]
The UN eventually brought in 2 buses
along a water-edge road with which
were evacuated to the border where our
Israeli hosts kept us sitting in the buses
for about an hour as they somehow
thought we had some part in the HQ
fire-fight.
By about the 22rd I had all but decided
we could do nothing constructive by
staying as I had enough information to (I
hoped) convince N.Y. that the Norwegians were
being honest in their assessment of the crash.
In the early hours of the next morning I was awo-
ken by the sound of close-by gunfire, prompting
the double-check of the bottom of my bag. Eventu-
ally all became quiet again until about 6 a.m. a
knock on the door woke me to find an IDF Colonel
politely asking me if I was the UNEF representa-
tive. Confirming I was he related that the melee on
the beach was all about the Canadian and I.
Seems the PLFwere shy about kidnapping UNIFIL
personnel, but UNEF people (out of towners) were
fair game. They wrongly thought we were staying
a a local boarding-house and unfortunately 4 civil-
ians lost their lives. In his best John Wayne imper-
sonation he informed me that we had better "get
out of Dodge" asap. Not one for dismissing good

advice, we were on the road heading South before
breakfast. [2]
The Swedish Battalion had their camp near Ro-
mani in the northern part of the Sinai and were very
good hosts. In fact one of our patrol remained
overnight with SWEDEBAT. Having driven all day
(particularly in Israeli traffic), I decided to call in to
them for dinner. One schnapps led to another so
an overnight stay resulted. They found out that the
next day was ANZACDay and so put on a very im-
pressive and moving ceremony, resulting in a late

relegated to passenger status for an uneventful
flight back to Ismailia. A couple of months later
while standing in for the then AUSTAIR CO (Wing
Commander Peter Ring) attending a high-powered
dinner in Cairo, an Egyptian Air Force officer with
a lot of ‘brass’ singled me out to discuss this flight.
It seems that even after giving their approval, the
Egyptian military could not be certain their anti-air-

departure and just getting the
last ‘swing bridge’ across the
canal at Qantara, but missing
the Australian ANZAC Cere-
mony.
On relating the events to Bill -
he having been questioned by
DEFAIR after an article in the
Canberra Times appeared
(with no mention of UNEF in-
volvement) - he was ex-
tremely sheepish, with a typi-
cal "no harm done then" an-
swer.
More importantly my wife,
Merryl (who was in Perth, 4
months pregnant, visiting her
parents) was shaken and
downright unimpressed when
the Pearce RAAF Chaplain
and a Wing Commander ar-
rived at her parent’s house.
Military aviation wives dread
the arrival of a Chaplain as it
usually means awful news.
These Air Force people were
tasked to tell her that ‘I had
returned safely from Lebanon’
- she wasn't even aware that I
had gone! The episode nearly
caused her to lose the baby !!
(now daughter Jaci).
Another event of (historical) in-
terest was the visit to AUS-
TAIR of the Air Officer Com-
manding Operational Com-
mand (AOCOC) Air Vice Mar-
shall ‘Bay’ Adams.Whilst plan-
ning the visit he was insistent
that one of “his” aircraft should
pick him up from Cairo (He-
liopolis) airport and transport
him to Ismailia. This created a major diplomatic
headache for both Australia and Egypt particularly.
No aircraft had flown westward from the Suez
canal towards Cairo since the end of the Yom Kip-
pur war in 1973.
The diplomatic wheels ground on and eventually
the flight was approved, with much apprehension
on both sides. The AVM and I had got to know one
another quite well when he was Group Captain in
charge of the RAAF forces in Vietnam, knew I was
with AUSTAIR so naturally insisted I did the trans-
port flight.
On the morning of the 8th June 1979 we departed
Ismailia in A2-488 and completed the short 53 mile
flight to Cairo airport (with fingers firmly crossed).
As usual ‘Bay’ insisted on flying so the copilot was

Top. Hotel Eden Narhariya. Lower. AVM
Adams (l) at Austair HQ, with Wing Cmdr Ring
(CO) in civvy shirt and Maj. Dave Tresise (Aust
Army UNEF HQ) back to camera. The AVM’s
intransigence in insisting on air transport to
Ismalia created a major diplomatic incident and
could have ended in tragedy. ✈

Above West Australian newspaper clippings
reporting on the attack on UN HQ, during which
the author was on the receiving end of the
artillery and machine-gun fire. ✈

The RAN Mission to EFII
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craft missile batteries had received, or more partic-
ularly would obey, the orders not to fire at any air-
craft approaching from the canal zone. It seems
there was the potential for a major disaster and
diplomatic incident ! ‘Bay’ then accompanied me
on a desert run the next day (demanding the right
pilot seat) and by the end of the day his take-offs
and landings were safe if not tidy.
With time up in September, it was time for the long
trek back to Canberra by Hercules. During dinner
in Bahrain the aircraft captain came to me (as Se-
nior Office on board) and said that because the re-
fuelers in Madras were on strike we would have to
make Bahrain to Butterworth in one go, necessitat-
ing every drop of fuel they could fit in. As a result of
this, unless we were airborne by 0730 the next
morning the temperature (density altitude) would

be too high. A 0400 wake-up was required and the
entertainment being enjoyed by the troops (after 6
months in Egypt) would be curtailed. An early start
and man-up saw us make the take-off by about
0725 and as I watched more and more runway
pass by my window I pondered if an even earlier
take-off would have been prudent. Just as the
wheels left the ground, the end of the runway
flashed by and I found out later that we attained
1000’ about 13 miles out.
Some time later I was called to the flight deck. It
seemed that the weather in Butterworth was foul –
heavy rain and thunderstorms. I was asked to sit
with the co-pilot and assist with radios/navigation
while the Captain got some sleep. For once the
weather guessers got it right and the approach into
Butterworth was exciting. Every cloud, as they say,
and in this case it was two full days leave in Penang
as the crew had exceeded their duty hours and had
to take mandatory time off.
The rest of the trip was uneventful and upon arrival
in Canberra I saw my daughter for the first time.
She did as ordered and came into the world on the
same date as my birthday whilst I was away. ✈

Footnotes:
1. See more information here.

In a special report of 19 April, the Secretary-General drew
the Council's attention to incidents in which de facto
forces under Major Haddad had shelled UNIFIL
positions, including its headquarters at Naqoura and
barracks at Tyre, on 15 and 18 April in connexion with the
move of the Lebanese army contingent into southern
Lebanon. In an exchange of fire, a UNIFIL soldier was
killed, eight UNIFIL members were wounded by shelling,
and buildings and vehicles were damaged.

2. See more information here.
3. See more information here.

In a letter of 24 January to the Council President and in
letters of 16, 19 and 22 April to the Secretary-General,
the Israeli representative submitted complaints of
infiltration, and of indiscriminate shelling of civilian targets
in Israel, causing eight Israeli deaths on 22 April by a
terrorist gang, and numerous injuries and property
damage during that period, committed by PLO elements
operating from Lebanese territory. He listed additional
incidents since the beginning of the year in which he said
17 children had been casualties of PLO outrages.
In a special report of 19 April, the Secretary-General drew
the Council's attention to incidents in which de facto
forces under Major Haddad had shelled UNIFIL positions,
including its headquarters at Naqoura and barracks at
Tyre, on 15 and 18 April in connexion with themove of the
Lebanese army contingent into southern Lebanon. In an
exchange of fire, a UNIFIL soldier was killed, eight UNIFIL
members were wounded by shelling, and buildings and
vehicles were damaged.✈

The RAN Mission to EFII

BEREAVEMENT MADE
EASIER

From time to time we
bring articles to this
magazine about how to
make things a bit easier for
your NOK when you shuffle
off this mortal coil. That’s
probably not a very palat-
able notion, we appreci-
ate, but it’s one worth
thinking about as we never
know what’s around the cor-
ner.
Obviously a Will is vital, but the
next most valuable help you can give is a com-
prehensive checklist of your affairs which your
NOK can easily find when you fall off the perch.
This checklist might include, for example,
where yourWill and other important documents
are kept, contacts such as your Accountant,
Doctor, Solicitor etc; Tax Returns, Documents,
Superannuation Benefits, Bank Accounts, Pen-
sion Advice, Life Insurance policies; what Bills
need to be paid on a regular basis and how to
do that - and so on. In short, its a compendium
of anything your NOK (or Executor) would find
useful in sorting out your estate and to keep the
house running.
It’s a bit of work, and will need to be kept up to
date, but such a checklist can make an enor-
mous difference to someone who has to pick
up the pieces when you are gone.
One of our readers sent in a guide to making
such a checklist. You can find it here and its a
great help in putting together your own person-
alised list to help those you leave behind. ✈

Jenny's Side Party

Generations of sailors who visited Hong Kong will
mourn the death of Jenny. She was a much
loved living legend who. for all the colony's

constant change, remained the same incomparable
institution for over half a century.
Much of her life was an enigma. However. the authors
of her twenty-seven Certificates of Service generally
agreed that she was born in a sampan in Causeway
Bay in 1917. Her mother, Jenny One, according to her
one surviving Certificate of Service, which was copied
in 1946 from an older, much battered and largely
illegible document., 'provided serviceable sampans for
the general use of the Royal Navy, obtained sand, and
was useful for changing money’. She brought up her
two daughters to help her.
Behind her perpetual great gold-toothed grin Jenny
complained; “I veIIy chocker. All time work in sampan.
No learn to lead or lite.” But what she lacked in
education she made up more than a hundredfold with
her immense and impressive experience in ship
husbandry. her unfailing thoroughness and apparently
inexhaustible energy, her unquestionable loyalty and
integrity, her infectious enthusiasm and her innate
cheerfulness.
Officially Jenny's Date of Volunteering was recorded
as 1928. From then until 1997, when the colony
became a Special Administrative Region of China and
the Royal Navy moved out, she and her team of
tireless girls, who at one time numbered nearly three
dozen, unofficially served the Royal and
Commonwealth Navies in Hong Kong by cleaning and
painting their ships. attending their buoy jumpers, and,
dressed in their best, waiting with grace and charm
upon their guests at cocktail parties.
Captains and Executive Officers would find fresh

flowers in their cabins and
newspapers delivered daily.
And many a departing officer
received a generous gift as a
memento from Jenny. For all
of this she steadfastly
refused ever to take any
payment. Instead she and
her Side Party earned their
keep selling soft drinks to the
ships' companies and
accepting any item of scrap
which could be found on
board.
Jenny's huge collection of
photographs - too big, she
said, to be put into books -
were stored in a large
envelope. They dated back to
the mid 20th century and
showed her in the ships she
so faithfully served, with
Buffers and Side Parties and
with grateful officers, many of

whom became distinguished admirals. In two thick
albums she proudly kept her letters of reference, all
without exception filled with praise and affection for
her. One was a commendation by the Duke of
Edinburgh for her work in the Royal Yacht during her
visit to Hong Kong in 1959. She had a Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal presented to her in 1938 by
the captain of HMS DEVONSHIRE, and a bar
engraved 'HMS LEANDER 1975’.
Most treasured of all Jenny's distinctions was the
British Empire Medal awarded her in the Hong Kong
Civilian List of the Queen's Birthday Honours in 1980
and with which she, formally named Mrs. Ng Muk Kah,
was invested by the Governor of Hong Kong, Sir
Murray MacLehose.
In later years Hong Kong was no longer visited by the
great fleets of battleships and cruisers which gave
Jenny and her Side Party their livelihood and she
found it increasingly difficult to make ends meet. Yet
she stayed fit and always willing to undertake any work
available. To the end of the Royal Navy's presence in
Hong Kong there could be seen in the shadow of the
towering Prince of Wales building within
the naval base, a small round
figure in traditional baggy
black trousers and high-
collared smock, with a
long pigtail and eternal
smile who, regardless
of time. remained it
seemed for ever – just
Jenny.
Jenny died peacefully in
Hong Kong on Wed-
nesday 18th February
2009, thirty two years
ago last month. She
was 92 years old. ✈

Remembering

https://www.un.org/unispal/document/auto-insert-208177/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1979_Nahariya_attack
https://www.un.org/unispal/document/auto-insert-208177/
http://hmas-leeuwin-1963.com/bereavement-advice/
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LAST MONTH’S
MYSTERY PHOTO

Last month showed one of the stranger aircraft that
came out of the 40s, the Leduc 0.10.
Rene Leduc, a Frenchman, had worked for many years
on the development of a ramjet engine for aircraft
propulsion. Known technically as an aero-thermo-dy-
namic-duct or Athodyd.
Leduc's first success had come in 1935 with a small but
practical engine developing 4kg of thrust. It was not un-
til after the end of World War II that Leduc was able to
continue his experiments, building first the Leduc 0.10
with a tubular double-skinned fuselage in which the in-
ner shell contained the pilot's cockpit, surrounded by an
outer shell which formed the inlet duct to the ramjet en-
gine at the rear of the pilot's position.
First tested as a glider in October 1947, the Leduc 0.10
was carried on struts above a Sud-Est SE.161 Langue-
doc 'motherplane' which released it at appropriate alti-
tude. The first powered flight was made on 21 April
1949, the SE.161 accelerating the Leduc 0.10 to a
speed of approximately 170 knots to achieve the right
pressure conditions for the ramjet to ignite and sustain
power. During the first flight, of 12 minutes duration, a
speed of 370 knots was attained on half power. The air-

How does a RamJet Work?
A Ramjet has no major rotating components, re-
lying instead on air being forced into an intake
which is designed to ensure that the air loses ki-
netic energy but gains pressure energy as it
passes through a diverging duct en route to a
combustion chamber.
There, burning fuel increases the total energy,
causing the expanding gases to accelerate to at-
mosphere via an outlet Venturi.
A RamJet engine therefore requires consider-
able forward velocity before it can be ignited. ✈

craft was subsequently flown on half power at a speed of 430
knots. Two more examples were built, the first an identical 0.10,
the other differing only by having two wingtip-mounted turbojet en-
gines to accelerate the aircraft to the ignition speed of the ramjets.
This last aircraft, designated 0.16, was first flown on 8 February
1951, but the turbojet engines were later removed.
Development continued with two examples of the larger Leduc
0.21 of improved design, the first making its initial flight on 16 May
1953. These proved to be successful, demonstrating a maximum
speed of Mach 0.87 and attaining an altitude of 20,000m.
Development then began of the Leduc 0.22 Mach 2 interceptor
which incorporated a SNECMA Atar turbojet within the athodyd to
allow the aircraft to take off under its own power and then acceler-
ate it to a speed at which the ramjet would ignite. This was not
achieved with the 0.22, for although flown on turbojet power for the
first time on 26 December 1956, and later making more than 30
test flights with the turbine engine, the ramjet was not tested. This
resulted from withdrawal of government financial support, because
of economic stringencies, and the project was abandoned. You
can see a video of the project here. ✈

Right and Below. Rene Leduc perched in the Per-
spex nose of his aircraft, which was essentially a
vast RamJet engine with his seat located in the inlet
duct.
It was the first aircraft to fly under the power of
ramjets alone. When the French Air Ministry can-
celled the project, Leduc converted his company
from aeronautics to hydraulics, becoming
known as ‘Hydro Leduc.’He successfully
manufactured pumps for excavators.✈

https://youtu.be/McOJbmC6-04
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THIS MONTH’S
MYSTERY PHOTO

This Month’s Mystery photo
(thanks Ron Marsh!) is of a part
of an aircraft - but it is distinc-
tive, so I think some readers
will get it. Can you tell the Edi-
tor what type of aircraft it was,
and why it became notable in
Hollywood? Click here. ✈

Good News Gets Around
If you click on the Russian Arctic Convoy Museum website, and dig
down through the menu system a bit, you’ll find three of the stories
written by Graeme Lunn for FlyBy. They are high quality historic ar-

ticles and we are delighted to see wider acknowledgement of
Graeme’s work, and of the FAAAA. We’ve provided links below.✈
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When all but one of our thirteen
Grumman Trackers were either
damaged or destroyed in the “H”
Hangar Fire in December of 1976,
the RAN’s airborne Anti-Submarine
Warfare and Surveillance capability
was all but wiped out.

But out of the Ashes a new
capability was built, with a greater
number of more advanced aircraft
– and in an astonishingly short time.

The story of how the RAN brought
sixteen replacement aircraft to our
shores in just four months is a
remarkable one, as told by Jack
McCaffrie.

Phoenix
Rising

mailto:webmaster@theFAAAA.com
https://racmp.co.uk
https://racmp.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/SNOMuseumCopy.pdf
https://racmp.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/LoanOfficerMuseumCopy.pdf
https://racmp.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/CampaniaMuseumCopy.pdf


Previous Page. Top: A Tracker S2-G at
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base. This was not
one of the aircraft selected, although its
sister-ship was. The above image was taken
some years later so its state of disrepair was
probably greater, but it gives an impression
of what confronted the SST. (JetPhotos.net
© Dutch). Under: one shot of the devastation
that wiped out the Tracker fleet (Navy
image).✈

PHOENIX RISING
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mendation on each one. After a while – and par-
ticularly after the Team had begun to examine air-
craft in poorer condition – it became clear there
was a fair chance they would not find the required
number of ‘E’ models. They weren’t the only ones
to figure this out – one morning a signal arrived
from the CNS suggesting they were cooking the
books so Navy could get ‘Gs’. It was an unfair ac-
cusation but the Team continued to work through
the available S2-E stock, reporting on corrosion
(they knew where to find it), other damage or ran-
dom modification states. By the evening of 21
January all 29 S2-Es had been surveyed and only
seven found suitable.
USN authorities also made 51 additional S2Es
available for inspection but 30 were found to be
far too old for consideration and seven were ear-
marked for other countries, leaving just 14 to be
surveyed. Examination of these aircraft was com-
pleted on 28 January with only two considered
suitable. This brought the total number of suitable
S2Es to nine, seven short of the requirement.
By this time the SST’s output of paper was ap-
proaching the size of a Xavier Herbert novel.
Meanwhile, Navy Office had to decide on the next
step in view of the lack of suitable S2-Es. While
the decision was being made, however, the SST
began surveying the stockpile of S2-Gs at
MASDC. The Team always considered the ‘G’ air-
frames were likely to be in better shape as they
had been the ones originally selected by the USN
for upgrading. This task was completed on 2 Feb-
ruary and resulted in 23 suitable S2-Gs being
found.
At this point, the Davis-Monthan US staff started
making available lots of small-time spares and
manuals which they would never use again, but
which would be really useful for the RAN. These
were taken by road by Bill Newton and others in
several trips, and were stashed in the basement
of Phil and Glenys Landon’s house in Coronado –
next to NAS North Island. Phil was the Tracker ex-
change officer on VS 41 at the time. Such oppor-
tunity was not to be wasted!
The team also received a request from Navy Of-
fice asking if they could acquire a vertical and
horizontal tail assembly and send it back to Aus-
tralia. The Team Leader managed to sweet-talk
the USN staff into taking one off a stock aircraft,
and it was also taken by road to North Island. The
Australian Embassy would not pay up-front for the
hire of the truck, so one of the team paid out of his
own pocket and was reimbursed later.

Problems
While the survey was progressing there were
many other problems to be addressed, one of the
main ones being how to place the replacement
aircraft into service as soon as possible. Even be-
fore the SST left Australia the RAN had consid-
ered sending HMAS Melbourne to San Diego,
California, to pick up the aircraft. The carrier’s pro-
gramwas tight, as usual, andmid-March seemed
the only time it could be in San Diego without se-
riously disrupting its schedule. This consideration
prompted the next question. Could 16, or any
lesser number of replacements, be prepared and
flown to San Diego by mid-March?
The answer is now known but in late January it
was less than obvious. Administrative and finan-
cial procedures relating to the overseas purchase
of defence equipment were intricate and time-
consuming, and threatened to mire the project in
debate and paperwork. By 2 February there was
still no decision on the replacement type, and the
chances of having even four aircraft positioned at
San Diego by March seemed remote.
Another significant problem was the ordering of
spares needed to prepare the replacement air-
craft for flight. Ideally this should have been done
30 days before work was due to begin but the de-
lay in deciding between S2-Es and S2-Gs made
it difficult. Fortunately the USAF and USN authori-
ties at MASDC were willing to take risks.
On 4 February the SST received advice from
NavyOffice that the Government intended buying
16 S2-Gs. This was merely advance notice of the
Government’s plans, not an authority for work to
begin on the aircraft. However, MASDC agreed to
make a start, so at 1300 that day the first four of
the RAN’s replacement Trackers appeared on the
MASDC washrack.
MASDC’s procedure for preparing Trackers for
flight included removing the preservative coating,
washing the aircraft, de-preserving and power
checking the engines and functionally testing the
hydraulics and necessary electrical and avionics
systems. Teams of three or four men, USAF and
civilians, were assigned to each aircraft under a
crew chief, whilst specialist hydraulics and avion-
ics sections dealt with those particular systems.
The first four S2-Gs were de-preserved and
washed on 7 February. Then the serious part of
preparing them for flight began. The members of
the SST now became amateur psychologists –
they had to motivate the Americans to meet the

deadline of mid-March. Once the crew chiefs be-
came aware of the RAN’s special needs and
HMASMelbourne’s program no further motivation
was needed. As an added incentive the SST
leader offered cases of Australian beer to spe-
cially deserving crew chiefs.
Getting the Aussie beer proved a little
problematic too, but once again persuasion and
innovation came to the fore. The SST members
had become very well known to the American
Airlines counter staff at San Diego and Tucson,
and so they warned those in San Diego they
would probably be overweight going back one
night. They put 14 dozen large cans of beer (from
the Wardroom in Melbourne) into three flying
clothing bags and fronted up for check-in. The
staff member at the counter didn’t even record
the weight but just grabbed the handles of the top
bag to lift it off – and promptly fell on top of it. The
Team was amazed they appeared in Tucson
untouched, but the beer went down very well on
the big day.

Work progressed slowly at first (or so it seemed)
but as the aircraft completed various phases of
preparation others were brought from the desert
to replace them. The only major problem in the
early stages was the requirement for a double en-
gine change on one aircraft. Apart from situations
such as this the SST had great difficulty in assess-
ing the rate of progress of individual aircraft be-
cause as times 12 aircraft were being worked on
simultaneously.
Officially the aircraft were to be bought ‘as is’, but
the USN did allow themaintainers to do quite a bit
of scrounging for electrical gear – generators in
particular – to get the selected aircraft as com-
mon as possible. This was done at local level and
not everyone was aware of the arrangement – the
RAN team were apprehended by Security one
day as they were stripping an unsuspecting air-
craft.
Probably the best indication of progress was
completion of work on the first aircraft on 18 Feb-
ruary. The SST was unable to fly the aircraft, how-

Trackers being hoisted aboard HMAS
Melbourne. The exercise only took two hours,
unlike the frantic activity to select, prepare
and deliver them to San Diego. (Image via
Jack McCaffrie).✈

PHOENIX RISING



Below: The aircraft were flown from Davis-
Monthan to the Naval Air Station at San Diego,
where they waited patiently in a growing line for
the arrival of HMAS Melbourne. Nobody had
expected that all 16 aircraft would be ready by
the 12th of March when the ship docked, but by
1730 on that day the 15th Tracker had landed at
the Air Station, and the last was flown in 36
hours later. It was then a simple matter of towing
the aircraft to the quayside and loading them
aboard. (Navy image).✈

PHOENIX RISING
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Clockwise, from bottom left: [1]One of the
first jobs on landing at Nowra was to give the
five ‘new’ Trackers a wash. Note they are still
bearing some of their American markings.

[2] An excerpt from HMAS Melbourne’s
Record of Proceedings records how the
Trackers were disembarked.

[3] The first PAR aircraft to be delivered
back to Nowra, on 03 August 1977. Left to
right: CPOATC ‘Paddy’ O’Rouke, SBLT
Doug Jervis SBLT Keith Smith and LEUT
Trevor Peck. (Navy News image).

[4] On a beautiful Autumn morning Tracker
152812 arrives at Bankstown to a small
crowd, ready to start work on the aircraft.
Hawker de Havilland did an amazing job –
when the PAR aircraft arrived back at
Nowra. ✈

than and three hours later completed the line up
at North Island.
On the following morning all aircraft were towed
to the wharf (North Island airfield is nearby)
loaded by crane ontoMelbourne’s flight deck in a
little over two hours. Together with the aircraft of
the Carrier Air Group they filled the hangar deck
and the flight deck aft of the forward lift. Mel-
bourne looked like a carrier should!
The Passage To Australia
As soon as the aircraft were lashed down on
board, a well-planned maintenance program be-
gan. Ship and Squadron personnel began the
huge task of preparing RAN documentation for
the aircraft, inventories of equipment, list of indi-
vidual aircraft defects, and of course defect recti-
fication. Additionally the aircraft were sprayed
with a light preservative oil to lessen the damag-
ing effects of salt spray on the passage home.
During the three-week passage routine mainte-
nance and defect rectification were carried out to
prepare the aircraft for their flights to Hawker de
Havilland’s Bankstown facility and the Naval Air
Station Nowra. The S2-Gs in best condition were
to enter squadron service immediately while the
other 11 were to be flown to Bankstown for Pro-
gressive Aircraft Work (PAR) prior to entering

squadron service.

Arrangements for flying the aircraft off the carrier
were complicated by the dearth of ‘current’
Tracker aircrew. Only one S2-E had been flying
since the fire and that had been given to VS816
so that some measure of carrier operating profi-
ciency could be maintained. This resulted in six
crews being available to fly the S2-Gs ashore.
Early on the morning of 5 April, just four months
after the fire, 11 S2-Gs were catapulted from
HMASMelbourne in two waves for the short flight
to Bankstown. Before the last had landed, work
had begun on the first and so carried on the
sense of urgency which had marked the project
from the beginning. On the following day the last
five aircraft were launched to the Naval Air Sta-
tion, Nowra, to enter service with VC851, so end-
ing a remarkable phase of the RAN’s Replace-
ment Tracker Project.
The best planned projects often have difficulty in
meeting targets on time: this project wasn’t
planned – it simply emerged from a disaster. So
the accomplishment of so much so quickly re-
flects very highly on many organisations and indi-
viduals. It also showed how quickly the Australian
and US Governments could work together, and
how the RAN and the USN co-operated to make
the project a success. The Fleet Air Arm owes a
huge debt of gratitude to the USN and USAF, and
particularly MASDC, without whose absolute ded-
ication and co-operation there would never have
been 16 S2-Gs in Australia by March of 1977.

Postscript
All members of the SST had expected to return
to Australia by air – we had return tickets. To
save money, however, all but CMDR Partington,
who was needed back in Canberra for the
Carrier Project, returned in the Melbourne. This
was not well received in the team, primarily
because several were expecting to depart on
the Jubilee Cruise to the UK
shortly after returning and had
expected the return air trip to
provided a little more family time.
The unhappiness was
compounded by the fact that,
unsurprisingly, we had no
summer uniforms and the Supply
Officer refused to issue a few
sets of loan clothing to team
members without clearance from
Navy Office.
Another amusing episode
involved the author. Soon after
sailing from San Diego one of the
Wardroom Leading Stewards
asked me if I wasn’t a LCDR now.
I had no idea what he was on
about. He disappeared and
returned soon afterwards with a
signal indicating that I had been
promoted three weeks before.
So, I needed more than short
whites…and soon! ✈
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Goodbye, Old Friend!

Contrails

It's a spectacular way to mark the end of an era.

Christiaan van Heĳst, a Boeing 747-400 captain from the Netherlands, has paid
tribute to the end of the production of the Boeing 747 by sharing stunning pictures of
the jumbo jet that he has captured over the years.

More than 50 years after the first model rolled onto the tarmac, Boeing's final 747 -
commissioned by Atlas Air Worldwide airfreight company to serve in its cargo fleet -
was delivered last month.

It was the 1,574th Boeing 747 built by Boeing since the 1960s, and though there will
be no 1,575th, it is likely the resilient aircraft - long-dubbed the 'Queen of the Skies' -
will remain in the clouds for many years to come.

Among the 38-year-old pilot's pictures, there's a transfixing shot of contrails twisting
through the sky, plus breathtaking sights captured from a 747 cockpit, including the
Northern Lights, the Milky Way and a lightning storm. See full story here. ✈

https://apple.news/Afvdqg7RiQCGma469CWHUWw
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CAPTION
COMPETITION
Can anyone think of a
witty or insightful caption
for the photo to the left,
please? Best answers will
get published next month.
Send your thoughts to the
Editor here. ✈

HAVE YOU PAID YOUR MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION?
At the time of putting this magazine together, over 25% of our members have yet to pay their
annual subscription.
The FAAAA would love to be a fee-free service but unfortunately, it has costs to meet such as insur-
ances, postage and printing. We rely on membership fees to keep going.
PLEASE, if you have not already, could you pay your annual subscription! The details can be seen
below.
You’ll need to know which Division you are in, and whether you receive Slipstreammagazine in hard
copy (through the post) or soft copy (by email). The rest is easy!
If you’re not sure of the answers to these questions or of your membership status, or need to ask any
other questions, please contact the Database Manager (Paul Norris) here. He’ll be glad to help. ✈

CHANGES TO THE
WAY YOU CAN READ

FLYBY
In the past, we’ve made ‘FlyBy’
magazine, both current and past
copies, readily available to
anyone who wanted them.
Effective shortly, this policy is
changing.
Eachmonth, FlyBywill still be sent
to all those on our existing mailing
list, whether you are a member of
the FAA Association or not. If you
are on that list you will therefore
still get the monthly email with a
link to take you directly to the new
magazine.
That link will only be effective for a
couple of weeks, however, after
which it will be severed. The
magazine will then be placed in
our library (together with all
previous versions). You can still
access it but will need to log on to
our website to do so.
If you have any questions about
this please contact the Editor
here. ✈

ACT DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -

$36.00
If you receive Electronic Slipstream –

$24.00
Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 032 719
Account: 374 093.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The President FAAAA Act Division, 41
Noarlunga Crescent, BONYTHON 2905. Ensure you
put your full name on the back!

SA DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -
$49.00. If you receive Electronic Slipstream – $37.00
Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 065 118
Account: 009 05 668.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA SA Division, 6
Somerset Avenue, CUMBERLAND PARK, SA 5041.
Ensure you put your full name on the back!

QLD DIVISION
Amount: $40.00 per annum.
Please note subs would be appreciated no later than
end Jan23 but earlier payment would be great.
Account Name: FAAAQld
BSB: 034 611
Account: 171 277.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial.
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAA QLD Divn, 6/74
Mattocks Rd., Varsity Lakes, QLD 4227. Ensure you
put your full name on the back!

VIC DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -

$45.00.
Associate Members - $10.00

Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 083 961
Account: 3108 23 774.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA VIC Division, PO Box
2179 RMH Post Office, PARKVILLE 3050. Ensure you
put your full name on the back!

TAS DIVISION
Amount: $35.00 per annum.
Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 037 013
Account: 133 119.
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA TAS Division, 7
Danbury Drive, LEGANA 7277. Ensure you put your
full name on the back!

WA DIVISION has declined to publish its payment
details. If you have any queries please contact the
Secretary, Keith Taylor.

NSW DIVISION
Amount: If you receive ‘Hard Copy’ Slipstream -

$40.00
If you receive Electronic Slipstream –
$30.00

Account Name: FAAAA
BSB: 637 000
Account: 7168 19 388
Reference: Membership Number or your
surname+initial
Cheques: The Treasurer FAAAA NSW Division, PO
Box 28, NOWRA 2541. Ensure you put your full name
on the back!

Skyhawk Book Appeal
Our appeal to raise money to cover the
editorial costs for a book on the RAN
Skyhawks achieved its target. A huge
thank you to the 38 people who contrib-
uted so generously.
The funds have been transferred to the
publisher to pay for professional editing
to get the manuscript ready for produc-
tion. Advice at the end of Feb was that
the initial ‘rough cut’ had been
done and detailed work was progress-
ing. No time was lost!
A rough estimate is the book should be back in
Oz, ready for sale, around September this year,
but we’ll bring you updates from time to time if
we can. ✈

Drawing: Grant Purchase
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